
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 8 bricks (per child) 

 Access to the full block set

 Stencil set (per child)

 Three-View Scaled-Down 
Diagram of a power station

 Props for being the 
inspector, builder and 
architect (per child)

 2 large cloths/sheets

 A sheet of A2 paper divided 
into 4 equal sections (per 
child)

 A pencil, rubber, red pencil 
(per child)

20–25 minutes

POWER STATION

Note: Before the session, build the ‘power station’ as shown on the next page. Conceal it with a large cloth or 
sheet until you need it.

Eight-Brick Challenge – Build then Draw (Building and Drawing an Original Structure):

Remind your child of all the different structures that they were able to build and draw, that used 8 bricks or less 
(in C60). Ask your child to now be the builder again – to put on their props and this time build their own original 
structure using exactly 8 bricks (each child doing this session should do this individually).

When they have finished building, ask them to tell you about it and then admire their structure. Point out that it 
would be great to show others in the family what they can build with 8 bricks, but that it might get messed up 
before that person comes to visit or you might need to tidy the blocks away. Ask if there is any way that they 
could ensure that they could show any visitor their brilliant work. Agree that if they make a Three-View Detailed 
Diagram for their structure, then they will be able to use it to rebuild it – as well as show a visitor what a great 
architect they are in addition to being a fantastic builder!

Encourage them to use their architect’s props and give them their stencils, a pencil and a sheet of A2 paper 
divided into 4 sections. Ask them to start by drawing the symbols for the three different views in three of the 
sections on the paper. Then they should start drawing the Camera Shot view of their structure in the relevant 
section. They could draw freehand or use the stencils to help. Remind them that the blocks in their diagrams 
must be connected to each other, otherwise anyone who looks at the drawing will think they are ‘flying in the 
air’. Have them complete the drawings for the other two views, one view at a time, so that they now have a Three-
View Detailed Diagram ready.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To practise creating structures and drawing their own Three-View Detailed Diagrams
To develop understanding of the connection between a structure and its Three-View Detailed 
Diagram – understanding the shapes, relative sizes and spatial relationships
To develop the ability to interpret Three-View Detailed Diagrams accurately – build the 
structure exactly as designed
To foster the ability to de-centre (see things from more than one perspective)
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Your child can build an original eight-block structure.
Your child can draw a Three-View Detailed Diagram to represent their own 3D structure, freehand 
or using a stencil. 
Your child can locate all the blocks shown on a Three-View Detailed Diagram on a real structure.
Your child can build a complex structure represented in a Three-View Scaled-Down Diagram 
exactly as shown, and systematically, correlating the different views when necessary.



Cover their structure with a large cloth or sheet, and explain that they can check the accuracy of their drawings by rebuilding the structure drawn. If 
you have more than one child doing this session, have them swap drawings and rebuild the other’s structure. If your child becomes aware of any 
mistakes that they have made, encourage them to use their red pencil to make the necessary corrections on their drawings.

Praise the completed and correct Three-View Detailed Diagram. Emphasise that even though the structure will be gone in the future, they still have 
this diagram to remind them of what they built.

The Power Station (Look, Analyse, Remove, ‘Read’, Build, Show, Check):

Reveal your power station, without saying what it is. Ask your child to look at it carefully and tell you what they think it could be. When they have 
shared some ideas, tell them that it is actually a power station. Explain what one is if they don’t already know.

Now put out the Three-View Scaled-Down Diagram of the structure. Explain how it is scaled down but that they can still identify the blocks from 
their characteristics, if they look carefully, as they have done many times before. 

Discuss the relationship between the structure and each of the three views shown on the diagram. Ask your child to examine the diagram of the 
power station thoroughly, identifying all the building blocks and how they fit together. If necessary go through the diagram systematically together. 
Ask your child to point to a block in the structure and find the representations that correspond to it in all three views. Where a block is not 
represented in a given view, comment on the fact that it is hidden – and indicate where. Continue until your child has identified the positions of most 
or all of the blocks in the drawings of all three views.

Now tell your child that the power station got badly damaged (in a fire, hurricane or earthquake for example) and needs rebuilding from scratch. 
Take the power station down. Then explain that luckily, the owners still have the Three-View Detailed Diagram so it can be rebuilt easily. Ask your 
child to be the builder of the new power station, and to follow the drawings exactly. If you have more than one child doing this session, they should 
work together to rebuild it. Have them put on/use their builder props again.

When they have finished building, ask them to be the inspector (with glasses or another prop) and compare the rebuild with the drawings, and 
make any corrections necessary to the build. Congratulate them on such an accurate and systematic rebuild.

POWER STATION – continued 
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